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 Over the last few years, Walnut Hills 
Redevelopment corporation (WHRC) has 
used a series of strategic interventions 
at particularly problematic or blighted 
properties as a way address larger issues 
within the community. These have taken 
the form of pocket parks, community 
programing, and outreach events. While the 
strategy has proved fruitful, each intervention 
required its own capital and time investment 
with little ability to share resources from 
project to project. To that end, a concept for 
a mobile place making trailer was developed 

which could offer greater flexibility for 
future projects.
 This trailer was envisioned to address 
a wide range of programatic needs, from 
selling hot chocolate on cold winter days 
to acting as the center of the party with 
music, lights, and libations during a block 
party. Most importantly was the flexibility 
to transition from function to function, 
responding to the needs of the community in 
turn. With this in mind, we developed a set 
of design criteria that would be necessary 
for the concept to be successful. First was 

a large sales height window which the trailer 
could use to interact with the public. Second 
was the need for storage and transportation, 
whether it be for tables and chairs or a 
human size chess set. Third was the need for 
security. The trailer would likely sit for most 
of its life waiting for the next event, during 
this time it should remain secure. 

 Although the mobile place maker can be used all across 
Walnut Hills, the locations above could benefit in particular from 
the type of activation the trailer can offer. First and foremost 
is St. James Pocket Park (also pictured in several of the 
renderings). Here the Airstream could sell hot chocolate and 
coffee to people passing through or waiting for the bus. During 
events the trailer would transform into the center of the party, 
offering libations and acting as a rolling DJ. Any location where 
a trailer can be parked can then become a community gathering 
space.  

Community block party - Lower St. James Park, Viewed from Curtis st.

Community party - Upper st. James park

Closed trailer - Upper st. James park, trailer on E McMillan Map of Walnut Hills Business district highlighting Key Sites for mobile intervention
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Program
 The mobile place making airstream is well suited to a variety of 
of functions. During the morning rush hour the market can sell hot 
beverages to the communities many bus commuters. On weekend, 
the trailer can take on a whole new life providing music life libations 
for a festival. Further, the trailer can easily transition to a street market 
for either food, produce, or crafts. 

Photos - https://www.facebook.com/WalnutHillsRF/photos_stream
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Night Festival - Lower St. James Park, View from adjacent parking lot 

Night Market - Triangle Lot at the corner of Gilbert and Florence

Branding
As an icon for the community, large 
letters are painted on the site of 
the trailer, giving it a strong visual 
presense

Read Doors
An essential part of the trailer 
conversion would require the addition of 
new large rear entry to load and unload 
tables, chairs, and supplies.

Shelving/Storage
Flexible storages above with spaces for 
kegs and taps below

Enlarged Sales Window
Expand existing window opening to 
sales height and extend width

Extending Canopy
Canopy to extend over sales 
window offering shade and rain 
protection

Lighting
lighting is needed to highlight 
the tailer and provide light for 
night eventsModified 18ft. Model

Modified 22ft. Model

Operable Enclosure 
The metal canopy that provides 
shading can also close to secure 
the trailer

The Airstream
 We chose to work with an Airstream trailer for 
its iconic look of americana and the relative ubiquity 
of used models available. Although their designs 
have not changed significantly in the last fifty years 
or so, there are still a large variety of sizes and 
models from the humble 16 ft. ‘Caravel’ trailer, to 
the 28 ft. behemoth known as the ‘Ambassador’. 
For the sake of storage and maneuverability, a unit 
in the range of 18ft. - 22ft. would be optimal. A 22 
ft. 1971 ‘Overlander’ is shown in the renderings, but 
the design criteria could apply to any Airstream.

Design Criteria
1. Fold out sales display/shelving
2. Walnut hills branding
3. Retractable shading/canopy
4. Lighting (Interior, Exterior flood, Exterior accent) 
5. Audio Projection (Rolling DJ?)
6. Generator
7. Digital display (screen/projector)
8. Storage
(for foldable tables, chairs, games, and general 
placemaking things)
9. Interior work table, space for keg’s, and stove 10. 
Double wide rear access door


